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Which prophet is known as imam ul
anbiya?
A. Prophet Muhammad (A.S)
B. Prophet Ayoub (A.S)

C.  Prophet Shoaib (A.S)

D. Prophet Yaqoob (A.S)

Imam ul anbiya is the title of Prophet
Muhammad (SAW)
Prophet Muhammad (SAW) is known as Imam ul anbiya. Our Prophet Hazrat
Muhammad is the leader of all including the prophets and the messengers. That’s
why we call Prophet Hazrat Muhammad Muhammad (peace be upon him) as
Imam ul Ambiya. 

Imam ul Anbiya Meaning
Imam ul Ambiya means Leader of the Prophets. In other words, Muhammad
(SAW) is the prophet’s prophet.
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Consider linking to these MCQs of Islamiat:
Copy linkWhich prophet is known as khateeb ul anbiya (khateeb
ul ambia)?
Copy linkWhich prophet is known as Jadd-ul-Anbiya?
Copy linkWho is the Current Director General of Airport Security
Force (ASF)?
Copy linkThe first Masjid (Mosque) that was built by the Holy
Prophet (SAW) was ____?
Copy linkIncident of Karbala took place on
Copy linkWhere is the grave of Hazrat Adam (A.S)?
Copy linkProphet stayed at Quba at the home of
Copy linkIslamabad is a ——-?
Copy linkSiha-e-Sitta are the six books of ________?
Copy linkGhazwa Abwa is also known as________?

Islamic Studies Mcqs

Islamic Studies Mcqs, Islamic world and practices. most
important of Islamic Studies, Islamiat, Islamyat MCQs
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Islamic Studies Mcqs |Islamiat MCQs| Islamyat
MCQs for preparation

You will find all recent and important Islamic Studies Mcqs by CSSMCQs. These
Islamiat Mcqs are based on the history of Islam, basic Islamic knowledge and
beliefs of Islam, the life of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) MCQs and his
companions (R.A), Quran & Sunnah related MCQs of Islamiat, Islamic world and
practices of Islam MCQs. The most important and repeated MCQs of the recent
tests of Islamic Studies MCQs are being added here. There are a huge number of
Multiple Choice Questions over the study of Seerah of Prophet Mohammad
(PBAH) as a Role Model for individuals, Diplomats, Educators, Military strategists
and Peace Makers.

Besides, Islamic Code of Life MCQs and other Islamiyat MCQs will be shared here
on a daily basis. In short, all the past paper MCQs of CSS Islamiat will also be
provided here with CSS paper reference and CSS Islamiyat MCQs papers section
A.

Moreover, You can also Submit Islamiat MCQs. If you are willing to take
Online Islamic studies Quiz, Click HERE.
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